Abstract: Information manifests a reduction in uncertainty or indeterminacy. As such it can emerge in two ways: by measurement, which involves the intentional choices of an observer; or more generally, by development, which involves systemically mutual ('self-organizing') processes that break symmetry. The developmental emergence of information is most obvious in ontogeny, but pertains as well to the evolution of ecosystems and abiotic dissipative structures. In this review, a seminal, well-characterized ontogenetic paradigm-the sea urchin embryo-is used to show how cybernetic causality engenders the developmental emergence of biological information at multiple hierarchical levels of organization. The relevance of information theory to developmental genomics is also discussed.
Introduction: Indeterminacy, Information, Feedback and History
In colloquial usage information is widely understood as being that which imparts knowledge: The structural qualities by which things, events, phenomena, etc., can be distinguished and described (and from thence explained and predicted). Knowledge can be more or less certain however, indicating that information is also quantitative. It is therefore reasonable to define information in two ways: Qualitatively, as that which reduces uncertainty, and quantitatively, as the extent to which uncertainty is reduced. These definitions can be objectively generalized by substituting the term indeterminacy for uncertainty.
OPEN ACCESS
Indeterminacy is related to statistical randomness, and hence to the concept of entropy developed by Ludwig Boltzmann to explain the 2nd law of thermodynamics, and later by Claude Shannon to quantify the capacity of a noisy communication channel to transmit information. The higher a system's entropy, the more uncertain are the microstates or outcomes of the system-in other words entropy quantifies a system's indeterminacy. Thus, if a system's entropy can be measured, any information that emerges within the system can be quantified as a decrease in that entropy.
From the foregoing it should be clear that information is a constraint on degrees of freedom, randomness or the production of entropy. As such it can emerge through measurements that reduce the uncertainty associated with the state or outcome of an observed process; or more generally, through symmetry breaking processes that locally reduce the indeterminacy of a system. A symmetry-breaking trajectory of change producing an increase in determinacy is commonly referred to as development; hence, in general, information emerges developmentally.
Development occurs within localized systems of interacting processes comprising nested levels of inclusiveness, and while it is initiated from the bottom-up (by way of growth) it is ultimately controlled from the top-down (by way of selection); it can thus be modeled hierarchically whenever enough information exists to locate a system [1] [2] [3] [4] . For living systems this is straightforward because life is based on cells, systems that are spatially bounded by lipid membranes. Moreover, cells contain complex polymers in which functionally significant, anticipatory information is both stored and faithfully reproduced during cellular reproduction. This allows for the heritable propagation of information during exponential growth, the basis for evolution by Darwinian selection. Within any complex system, the de novo emergence of information at a given focal level is governed both by lower-level internal processes and by higher level environmental context; thus, if the focal level is a tissue within a multicellular organism, developmental morphogenesis of that tissue is governed both by cell physiology and organismal constraints.
The key to the heritable reproducibility of biological information is the DNA molecule: A complex polymer that, by virtue of its deoxyribose sugar backbone and double helical structure involving specific Watson and Crick base-pairs, is ideally suited to both storing and reproducing information. It is probable that early in the evolution of life this job was carried out by RNA and later co-opted by DNA [5] . In any case the major challenge for understanding the origin of life-an emergence of information and hence (by the thesis of this review) a developmental phenomenon-is to identify how pre-biotic chemistry gave rise to a complex chemical polymer that allowed for Darwinian selectionwhich is strictly a biological phenomenon.
The thesis of this review is that the developmental emergence of information is caused by feedback ('cybernetic causality'). This is obvious in organismal ontogeny, which will be the main focus of this review. However, it is also apparent in higher-level phenomena such as ecological succession, phylogenetic evolution, and perhaps even cosmology [3, 4, 6] . In all of these cases localized trajectories of systemic change can be identified that manifest increasing determinacy (i.e., increasing predictability of outcome owing to structural constraint) owing to autocatalytic feedback cycles. The case of ontogeny is particularly revealing however, because it shows not only how information emerges de novo via development, but also how this de novo developmental emergence is controlled by the inherited record of historical information contained within the system (including the deep historical information stored in DNA). It can thus be seen that development occurs only to the extent that the outcome of a process is cyclically constrained (or controlled) by the history of that process. By extension, history is implicit in the concept of information. Nevertheless, it is useful to distinguish between 'pre-formed' historical information that affords causal constraint or control, and emergent information that is produced de novo during development.
A Developmental Paradigm: Sea Urchin Embryogenesis
The sea urchin embryo has been a paradigm of developmental biology since the inception of experimental embryology as a research discipline in the late 19 th century. The seminal experiment of Hans Driesch [7] demonstrating that each cell of the 4-cell embryo retains the ability to develop into a complete organism ('totipotency') reinvigorated the age-old debate on whether development is merely the unmasking of preformed structures ('preformation'), or a self-organizing process ('epigenesis'). Driesch's experiment proved that the inherited historical (i.e., genetically preformed) information that guides organismal reproduction does not do so by its differential partitioning among the parts of the developing embryo, as many thought to be the case at the time. Rather, as was subsequently proved by the experiments of Theodor Boveri on polyspermic sea urchin embryos [8] , each cell of the developing embryo must retain the whole of the organism's chromosomal inheritance in order for development to reproduce a fully formed organism. . In contrast to the relatively nondescript blastula, which is essentially a simple hollow ball of ciliated epithelial cells (which however are at this stage molecularly differentiated, representing emergent information that establishes a preformed map of the pluteus body plan), the pluteus has multiple differentiated cell types (e.g., the red pigment cells) and a distinctive bilaterally symmetric anatomy that includes skeletal, digestive, nervous, and immune systems.
Sea urchin embryogenesis is illustrative of both the developmental origin of emergent information and the causal role of historical information in determining the outcome of development. If this sounds suspiciously circular, that's because it is: Development generally occurs via cybernetic or reflexive (i.e., circular) causality, wherein an historical event or process stimulates and/or regulates its own recurrence by interacting with other processes that provide positive and negative feedback [3] . The de novo emergence of information (symmetry breaking) by way of this cybernetic principle, which occurs ubiquitously in nature, is illustrated here by the development of axial polarity in the sea urchin embryo.
The sea urchin embryo produces a bilaterally symmetric larval form known as a pluteus (Figure 1 ). The primary axis defining the plane of bilateral symmetry is historical information that is preformed in the structurally polarized cytoplasm of the egg, whereas the secondary axis emerges epigenetically via the activities of two genes: nodal and lefty [9] [10] [11] [12] . Both nodal and lefty encode diffusible extracellular proteins that are produced beginning at about the 60-120 cell morula stage. Specific interaction of Nodal protein with a cell surface receptor ('Alk4/5/7') leads to activation of an intracellular DNAbinding protein ('Smad2/3') that migrates to the cell nucleus and stimulates activation of the nodal gene, and hence production of more Nodal protein [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . This occurs both within a cell that produces Nodal protein ('autocrine' signaling), and in its immediate neighbors ('paracrine' signaling) [12] . Thus activation of nodal establishes a positive feedback loop that both amplifies and maintains nodal activity. However, transduction of the Nodal signal also activates lefty, whose protein product competitively inhibits the interaction of Nodal with its receptor [11, [17] [18] [19] [20] . In this way nodal activity is controlled by negative feedback from lefty. Because Lefty protein is more diffusible than Nodal, this epigenetic circuit embodies a 'reaction-diffusion' pattern formation process involving local activation and lateral inhibition [21, 22] . Such processes, which are ubiquitous at many different scales in nature (e.g., in ecosystems [23] ), have been shown both theoretically and experimentally to produce emergent spatial information (i.e., to break symmetry), either out of initially homogeneous conditions, which are inherently unstable [24] , or in response to subtle initial anisotropies [25] .
In the sea urchin embryo a graded distribution of maternal mitochondria often prefigures the secondary axis of the embryo, and contributes to activation of nodal via hydrogen peroxide, a byproduct of mitochondrial respiration that functions as an intracellular signal in many contexts [26] [27] [28] . The mitochondrial gradient, historical information that emerged developmentally during oogenesis, influences the oral-aboral polariazation of the embryo by contributing to the anisotropic zygotic activation of nodal; it is thus somewhat preformative. However, development of the secondary axis is only stochastically influenced by mitochondrial distribution, and not strictly dependent on it (i.e., the mitochondrial gradient prefigures axial polarity in a significant majority of embryos, but not in all embryos) [27] , which contrasts to the situation in other ontogenetic models (e.g., fruit flies and nematode worms, or the primary axis of the sea urchin embryo) wherein axis specification requires maternal mRNA or protein determinants that are spatially localized during oogenesis or early embryogenesis. The development of the latter systems is highly preformative in that it is more tightly constrained by the historical information developed maternally than is specification of the secondary axis of the sea urchin embryo.
The epigenetic circuit involving nodal and lefty makes use of the deeply historical genetic information recorded in DNA (the nucleotide sequences of nodal and lefty) to promote the de novo emergence of spatial information. Two types of genetically encoded historical information can be distinguished: structural and cis-regulatory. The structural information encoded in a gene represents the linear sequence of amino acids that constitute the protein product of that gene, in this case either Nodal or Lefty. The cis-regulatory information encoded in a gene consists of sequence-specific binding sites for molecules (typically proteins) whose presence or absence at such sites influences the production of the protein product (i.e., the 'expression') of a given gene. From the foregoing discussion of the regulatory circuit comprising nodal and lefty, it might be surmised that operation of this circuit requires a regulatory sequence in each gene that engages the Smad2/3 protein activated in response to Nodal signaling ( Figure 2B ). It is conceivable that this would be all that the circuit needs to break symmetry in the embryo, requiring for its initial condition only that the zygote provide a threshold amount of activated Smad2/3 protein, which given the instability of the homogeneous state [24] could even be distributed more or less homogeneously. In reality however a number of additional sequences that bind other regulatory proteins are present that contribute to the regulation of both nodal and lefty, for example, maternal proteins that are likely to respond to mitochondrial redox signaling [15, 16, 16] . , through which symmetry is broken by short-range Nodal-mediated activation (a "community effect" [12] ) coupled to long-range Lefty-mediated inhibition. Activating interactions are represented by arrows, whereas inhibitory interactions are represented by bars. "ECN", extracellular Nodal.
The nodal-lefty gene regulatory circuit is a relatively simple example of how historical (genetic) information is used cybernetically to develop emergent (spatial) information within the context of a developing embryo (in this case the secondary axis of the embryo). It is obvious that normal embryogenesis depends on the functional integrity of both the genetic structural information encoding the Nodal and Lefty proteins, and the genetic cis-regulatory information that controls their expression. However, it should be noted that the two types of genetic information are qualitatively very different, and this difference has important ramifications. Cis-regulatory information generally takes the form of short (and usually 'degenerate') sequences whose positioning and orientation within the context of the gene is relatively unconstrained, compared to the much longer, more highly constrained sequences that encode proteins. Thus, whatever flexibility is available in the 'genetic program of development' largely involves regulatory information, and the evolution of form is likely to depend largely on changes in cis-regulatory sequences [29] [30] [31] [32] .
The heritable reproducibility of ontogeny is explained by the fact that the active developmental emergence of anatomical and physiological information is controlled by the passive historical information within the DNA structure, which responds algorithmically to the environmental context of the egg, zygote, and embryo. The logic of the algorithmic program is determined by the architecture of a gene regulatory network [31] , which integrates multiple regulatory circuits (such as the nodal/lefty circuit described above). Gene regulatory networks are defined by the interactions between regulatory genes (sequence-specific DNA binding proteins such as Smad2/3 that control gene expression, and signaling proteins such as Nodal that control the activities of the DNA-binding proteins) via the regulatory sequences that control their expression. Regulatory sequences are often clustered within modules that execute Boolean logic functions (AND, OR, NOT, etc.) contingent on the presence or absence of specific proteins binding to the sequences, which control the production of the protein encoded by the gene to which the cis-regulatory modules are linked [31] . In the sea urchin, the nodal/lefty circuit is gateway into a larger gene regulatory network that encodes the ontogenetic program of ectodermal cell differentiation along the secondary axis of the embryo [33, 34] .
Developmental gene regulatory networks increase the determinacy of cell fate along the trajectory of ontogeny. The causality manifested by this system is cybernetic: Regulatory states specifying cell fate are maintained in mutually exclusive domains by a complex system of positive and negative feedback [35] . The oral ectoderm regulatory state is established by the positive feedback community effect of Nodal, which is localized by negative feedback from Lefty; and this regulatory state initiates aboral ectoderm specification by activating bmp2/4 within prospective oral ectoderm. BMP2/4 signaling is only active at a distance from its source however (via long-range diffusion) because Nodal also activates chordin, a short-range BMP2/4 antagonist, within oral ectoderm. The resulting long-range BMP2/4 signaling activates the aboral ectoderm regulatory state that is then maintained by activities of several transcription factors (Tbx2/3, IrxA, Dlx, and Ixh2.9) that are mutually-reinforcing by virtue of feedback loops encoded within the GRN (Figure 3) . Thus, the formal logic of the gene regulatory network produces deterministic responses to the contingent regulatory state of a given nucleus (the set of regulatory proteins that are active therein at a given moment), and in this way progressively transforms the progeny of a relatively indeterminate stem cell (e.g., the zygote), with numerous potential fates, into many differentiated cells, whose determined fate is to play a highly specific role in the physiological and anatomical functions of a specialized tissue. In other words, the historical information encoded in the network (via the physical structure of DNA) is used to produce, de novo, the emergent information manifested in the anatomy and physiology of the mature organism.
The developmental emergence of information via historically encoded logic occurs hierarchically. For ontogenetic systems it is reasonable to choose the cell as the focal level of the organizational hierarchy, since the cell is the fundamental unit of life, and ontogeny typically begins with a single cell (the zygote). As described above the fate of the cell is controlled by the genome housed within the cell nucleus, which reflexively engenders and responds to a succession of transient nuclear regulatory states via the developmental gene regulatory network described above. However, the regulatory state of the nucleus also depends on the location of the cell within the developing embryo, and on the environmental cues received by the cell because of that location. Some of these cues are provided by intercellular signals (such that provided by Nodal describe above), receipt of which changes the nuclear regulatory state by activating a latent regulatory protein (e.g., Smad2/3). [33, 34] . (a) Map of the GRN, wherein the cis-regulatory domains of genes are represented by thick horizontal lines terminating in bent arrows, which represent the expressed structural information (ultimately proteins) encoded by the gene. Positive (activating) regulatory inputs are represented by arrows impinging on genes, whereas negative (repressive) regulatory inputs and other inhibitory interactions are represented by bars. Chevrons denote emission and receipt of extracellular signals. The network was mapped by perturbation analyses in which the expression of individual genes was specifically inhibited, and the quantitative and/or spatial effects on all the other genes in the network subsequently measured at specific developmental time-points [33, 34] . The network architecture represents historical information that determines how (1) the localized community effect entrained by the nodal/lefty feedback circuit (see Figure 1 ) becomes an 'organizing center' that specifies presumptive oral and aboral territories ('regulatory states' [31] , indicated by the colored shading), by coupling extracellular Nodal signaling, which is localized by long-range Lefty-mediated inhibition, to extracellular BMP2/4-signaling, which is long-range by virtue of localized Chordin-mediated inhibition; (2) genes in the oral ectoderm network (OE GRN) are later activated, involving a "double-negative" gate in which activation of the OE GRN requires the gsc-mediated repression of a repressor (as-yet unidentified RepA) of those genes [33] ; and (3) specification of aboral ectoderm (via BMP2/4 signaling) rapidly leads to a rigidly determined state via the mutually reinforcing interactions of several transcription factors [33] . The dashed blue line impinging on tbx2/3 indicates that there is conflicting evidence regarding this input [33, 34, 34] . (b) Color-coded map relating the GRN and regulatory states shown in (a) to the body plan of the pluteus.
As development proceeds differentiated cells form tissues with definitive structural attributes. For example, many tissues are composed of epithelia wherein the cells are polarized along an apical-basal axis defined by the basal location of a collagen-containing extracellular matrix, and linked together with intercellular junctions, thus forming an integrated unit. Mechanical forces (e.g., stretching) experienced by the tissue-and hence by the cells within the tissue-influence the regulatory state within nucleus of each cell by activating latent regulatory proteins [36] [37] [38] . Finally, the fully formed organism provides systemic hormonal cues that affect the regulatory states of nuclei throughout the body or within specific organs in response to environmental cues (e.g., diet, pheromones, light, temperature etc.), as well as structural 'niches' that provide signals required for the active maintenance of multi-potent stem cells required for regenerative tissue homeostasis. Thus, development spans multiple hierarchical levels of organization (cell, tissue, and organism), and continues throughout the lifespan of an organism. At every level and stage the emergent information produced developmentally depends on, and is constrained by, historical information: Both that inherited from previous stages of development (e.g., tissue structure), as well as that bequeathed by previous generations in the form of DNA (itself a product of evolutionary development).
Developmental Genomics and Information Theory
The thesis of this review is that, in general, information is a product of development, which locally reduces indeterminacy (breaks symmetry) via cybernetic causality (positive and negative feedback). The developmental production of information can be qualitatively inferred by considering the trajectory of ontogeny (Figure 1 ): The relative indeterminacy of early developmental stages is manifested by the fact that in general, it is more difficult to describe (or identify) a species by the appearance of its egg or blastula than by that of the mature organism. However, the developmental emergence of information can also be quantified using the mathematics of information theory [39, 40] . For ontogenetic systems this is now possible using genome-wide measurements of gene expression.
Recall that the indeterminacy of a system is represented statistically by its entropy:
Where H represents the Shannon entropy quantifying the uncertainty (i.e., indeterminacy) of a process comprising N different outcomes, each with a probability p. For an entirely random process wherein each outcome is equiprobable, p i = 1/N; hence, the maximum limit on the value of H is:
For example, for a coin toss the value of H max using the base 2 logarithm is 1 bit. From this it can be seen that the amount of indeterminacy in a system increases with both complexity (increasing N) and randomness (equilibrating p). The amount of information developed within a system at any given time is then the difference between the limit on the system's indeterminacy and its actual indeterminacy:
In ontogeny, the outcome of the process of cell fate specification is differentiation, which at the molecular level manifests as a defined set of gene products present in a given cell, each of which is associated with a metabolic process occurring within the cell. For a multipotent stem or progenitor cell of indeterminate fate (i.e., a cell that will produce progeny of various different fates) the set of genes that is expressed is not only qualitatively different than those expressed in its determined progeny, but also quantitatively different, having higher entropy-many more processes are active (at relatively low levels on average) in undetermined cells than in differentiated cells. This can be seen for example in hematopoietic stem cells [41] , which promiscuously express many non-hematopoietic genes, and many more genes (in total) than are expressed in their differentiated progeny, which in turn express fewer genes, and at higher levels (in support of their specialized functions).
It is now possible to use deep RNA sequencing (RNAseq) to accurately measure the expression levels of all of a cell's genes, which allows us to express the entropy of gene expression as:
Where a i is the abundance of transcript i in sequence 'reads per kilobase of gene model per million sequence reads' (RPKM) [42] , and N is the total number of RPKM. Although equation 4 has not yet been put to use in studies of ontogeny or stem-cell based regeneration, a prediction is that when it is, multi-potent progenitor cells will invariably be found to have a higher HGE value than their developed progeny, reflecting their higher level of indeterminacy. Preliminary data obtained in this laboratory thus far indicate that this is the case. Gene expression entropy may thus provide a predictive measure of the regenerative capacity of isolated cells and tissue samples. A characteristic of pluripotency that has received increasing attention is the relatively 'open' state of chromatin in progenitor cells compared to their differentiated descendents [41] . In addition to well-known epigenetic modifications of DNA and histones, this openness involves chromosomal topology, which is developmentally dynamic [43, 44] . Interestingly, chromosome topology is mutually linked to gene expression, as shown by a recent information theoretic analysis that used distance matrices to measure correlated changes in gene expression and intranuclear chromosome association networks [45] .
Information theory has also been put to fruitful use in modeling the development of cancer (e.g., [46] [47] [48] ), a process characterized by increasing informational and/or physical entropy. For example Levine and colleagues implemented an information theoretic 'suprisal analysis' of gene expression data from in vitro cultured cells to determine the extent to which physical entropy is submaximal owing to informational constraints within those cells [46] . For this analysis the Lagrange method of 'undetermined multipliers' was used to identify gene expression patterns (phenotypes) representing the relevant constraints in cells that at different stages of carcinogenesis, as well as the relative importance of each phenotype in the transformation process [46] .
Finally, in a very interesting recent study Francois and Siggia used an information theoretic measure to quantify fitness of computationally simulated developmental gene regulatory networks that were allowed to evolve in silico [49] . Remarkably, this analysis showed that standard (incremental) Darwinian selection for increased fitness can produce gene regulatory networks that developmentally generate axial segmentation, much as occurs in arthropods and vertebrates with Hox genes [30] , and involving similar rules and phenomenology [49] .
Evolutionary Development
From a developmental perspective, the laws of physics can be viewed as historical information produced by the very early development of the universe following the big bang [6] . The rules of chemistry encapsulated in the periodic table of the elements are historical information that developed somewhat later within the context of stellar systems. Biological phenomena developed relatively recently by a still unknown process that managed to traverse the 'cybernetic cut', the divide between 'chance contingency' (which generates descriptive historical information) and 'choice contingency' (the goal-directed use of prescriptive or algorithmically anticipatory historical information) that distinguishes life from non-life [50] . Understanding how this occurred remains a fundamental challenge, a 'holy grail' of biological science. One approach that may eventually bear fruit begins with growth of the metabolic cycles and complex chemical networks that were likely to be energetically favored by the reducing conditions present during the pre-biotic development of earth [51, 52] . However, it remains unclear whether this is sufficient to produce the historical information-containing polymers that potentiated Darwinian selection.
However the cybernetic cut was traversed, because it was, biology is essentially a science of semiotics: The prescriptive signification and teleonomic (goal-directed) use of historical information [53] . After the emergence of such information (now embodied by RNA and DNA), biological information flow became increasingly constrained within selected lineages by genetically-recorded history. As shown above, the development of emergent information in an organism (which includes physiological responses to environmental changes that maintain homeostasis) is logically controlled by historical information encoded in the nucleotide sequence of its genomic DNA. That history goes very deep: the genomic repertoire of structural information (protein coding sequences) is largely the same among all animals from sponges to humans, and entire gene regulatory circuits have been conserved among distantly related species that diverged over 500 million years ago [54] . Indeed, the extent to which animals are evolvable might be understood by considering the structure of gene regulatory networks in terms of both modularity and pleiotropy [32] . Here it is interesting to note that the nodal-lefty gene regulatory circuit shown in Figure 2 is conserved at least throughout deuterostomes (chordates and ambulacraians; Figure 4) , and used in multiple disparate ontogenetic contexts [even within the same organism; in sea urchin embryos (as in vertebrate embryos) it is also used to specify the left-right axis of the larva, which controls the internally nested development of the juvenile]; it therefore can be thought of a gene regulatory module or 'plug-in' [31] used for breaking symmetry in multicellular tissues. The 'downstream' processes dependent upon the operation of this module vary considerably, depending on organism-specific genetic cis-regulatory architecture. It should be obvious that for any given regulatory circuit, the fewer the processes that are dependent on its structure/function, the more freedom it will have to evolve [56] .
It is thus reasonable to surmise that early during the development of life on earth, the accumulation of historical information-for example, as manifested by the 'depth' of gene regulatory networkswas shallower and less constraining-that is, life was less developmentally informed than it is now and had a higher level of indeterminacy [57, 58] . As such it was more developmentally plastic, a notion that is consistent with the spectacular anatomical diversity generated by the 'Cambrian explosion' [59] [60] [61] .
In this context it is interesting to consider the role of microRNAs (short processed gene transcripts that sequence-specifically interfere with the translation of specific mRNAs into protein) in evolutionary development [62] [63] [64] . It was recently proposed by Peterson and colleagues [64] that microRNAs play a key role in developmental canalization [65] , that is, the buffering of ontogeny against epigenetic noise associated with transcriptional control of gene expression. It can be argued that the evolution of increased organismal complexity-such as that manifested by recently evolved animals (e.g., humans) compared to those that evolved much earlier (e.g., sponges)-required increasingly precise control of gene expression. MicroRNAs provide such control, serving to increase proteomic determinacy deriving from relatively noisy transcriptomes. For example in vertebrates Nodal expression is controlled by a microRNA (miR-430) that is activated in response to Nodal signaling (another feedback control on the latter) [66] . Such control increases the influence of genetically inherited information, augmenting developmental reproducibility which in turn augments the power of Darwinian selection [64] . Importantly, the phylogenetic distribution of microRNAs is consistent with this idea: unlike the genomic repertoire of protein-coding sequences, which is more or less the same among all animals, the genomic repertoire of microRNAs increased over the course of phylogenetic evolution with the additions of new sequences and little loss of old sequences [62, 63] . Thus, microRNA diversity increased in concert with the evolution of anatomical complexity, a developmental emergence of information at the phylogenetic level. 
Summary and Conclusions
Information refers to structural constraints that reduce uncertainty, and thus to that which motivates science: knowledge, predictability and causality. My thesis is that information manifests development, which is defined as a systems-level trajectory of change that increases determinacy. Development occurs when the events of history produce, and are recorded within, cyclic configurations of processes that engender feedback, which selectively reduces local degrees of freedom. This phenomenology is epitomized by the operation of gene regulatory networks underlying organismal ontogeny, but extends throughout ecosystems [40, 67] . In conclusion, I suggest that scientific inquiries into origins-for example, the origin of life-need to obtain a historical record that is complete enough to allow elucidation of both the relevant feedback cycles, and the systemic context that favored their emergence.
